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I’d humbly like to add my own voice to the growing list of those who are en-
couraging watershapers to seek payment not just for what you do, but also for
what you know.

A perfect example of what I mean is found in “Natural Intuitions,” the article
by Jim Lampl found on page 24 of this issue. A landscape contractor who uses
water in every single one of his projects – whether it’s just a small waterfeature or
a full-blown swimming pool – Lampl approaches the work with an informed
and distinctly artistic sensibility based on his background in visual expression
and landscape design. To my eyes, his projects are truly works of art.

The thing that impresses me most is that his watershapes are just water with
rocks and plants and the occasional waterfall – bread-and-butter stuff. He does-
n’t go in for attached spas, waterslides, fancy lighting, special tile or elegant sur-
face materials, and I firmly believe that his simple palette testifies to the potential
of every watershape, from mid-range jobs for middle-class folks to decked-out
masterpieces for mansions on the hill.

At all levels, I believe that what separates the artists from the average achievers
is creativity: It’s not the elements themselves that make the watershape; rather, it’s
the way they are applied in the context of the design.

I’ve heard it said that it takes time (often, too much time) to be creative – and
that time equals dollars. That’s a good point, so I would think that time spent in
designing and creating is work for which you should be paid, whether you get it
done on paper in a distinct design phase or do it on site in placing rocks and
plants in the construction phase, as does Lampl.

Either way, the fact that you are applying knowledge and skill your clients
do not have is something that should add to your margin. Does charging for
creative work jack up the price of a mid-range pool and cut out certain dol-
lar-conscious clients?  Probably, which is why there will always be a place in
the market for those who design watershapes in living rooms for free, right
before the customers’ eyes.

But I’d be willing to bet that, more times than not, charging for creative work
demonstrates to clients that the design process itself has value. It’s a process that
frees you to exchange ideas with your prospects and enables them to be part of
decisions that will be made. It’s a process that enables clients to become more ex-
cited by the possibilities and to strive for greater beauty and long-range satisfac-
tion than is the case if a design is pulled from a template book and done up in an
afternoon.

Yes, high-end custom builders have budgets that enable them to stretch the en-
velope when it comes to structural features and materials of construction, but if
Lampl and others have anything to teach us, it’s that simple elements such as
rocks, plants and water are more than enough to create places of great beauty and
interest if the watershaper brings his or her own talent and know-how to bear.

If there’s a lesson here, it’s that creativity and experience are the most valuable
assets a watershaper can possess – and sell.

For All You Know

By Eric Herman
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By Brian Van Bower

’d like to bring up an old observation
of mine: In looking at the high-end
watershapes that win awards or
achieve some sort of public acclaim, it
seems to me that the designs are in-

creasingly coming from outside the main-
stream pool and spa industry.

This is just a strong impression, and I don’t
have any statistics to back up my case. But
when I look around me and see who’s doing
the most celebrated work, I find that the de-
signs have been done by architects, landscape
architects and even engineers rather than
pool builders.

And I’m talking about high-end pools, the
kind that make real statements about the na-
ture and craft of watershaping. That end of
the business seems to be flowing away from
pool builders and toward creative forces in
other sectors.

I’m not trying to be divisive here. I know I
write for a magazine that’s trying to break
down barriers between all watershapers
rather than maintain them. But as a profes-
sional with deep roots in the traditional
pool/spa industry, I must ask the question:
Why is it that so many professionals from
other branches of the contracting and con-
struction industry are garnering so much of
the watershaping work, credit and (presum-
ably) revenue? 

DOWN TO DOLLARS
As I weigh that question in my own mind, I

find myself reaching only one conclusion:
Watershapers from the rank-and-file pool in-
dustry are continuing to undervalue their
own products – and often do so at the ex-
pense of good design. As a result, people who
probably don’t know as much as they should
about the nuts and bolts of pool construction
are stepping in and filling the void.

Bidding On Value

Why is it that so many professionals 
from other branches of the contracting 
and construction industry are garnering so
much of the watershaping work, credit and 
(presumably) revenue? 

II

The interesting thing is that this is all about money – but not in the way
most people usually think.

For all of our high-minded discussions of design, integration with the
environment and raising the bar in recent years, the “bottom line” is often
the bottom line. The hard fact is there’s a strong correlation between pro-
fessionals who charge an adequate amount of money for their work and
those who find themselves in a position to extend the state of the art with
respect to creativity and excellence.

Ironically, this broad undervaluing of design work on the part of many
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his past summer, I had the pleasure of travel-
ing to Europe – specifically Northern Italy
and Southern France. Along the way, I was
lucky enough to see the lavender fields of
Provence in peak bloom and many unusual

and beautiful gardens. My travels were particularly re-
warding in the region around Lake Maggiore in
Northern Italy, well known for having some of Europe’s
most beautiful gardens.

We started off by visiting the islands on the lake and
their villas, complete with their classic-style gardens. The
climate of the area allows for growing many of the plants
I’m familiar with in Southern California, but the styles of
the designs are much more formal and controlled com-
pared to what is normally requested back home.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
We visited a large garden bordering the lake in a town

called Pallanza. Known as the Villa Taranto, the garden
houses many exotic plants, some of which you would not
expect to grow in an area where it snows and winter tem-
peratures dip well into the freezing zone.

Villa Taranto was originally started in 1931 when
Captain Neal McEacharn bought the property with the
intention of turning it into the most exotic botanical gar-
den in the world. He proceeded to bring in plants from
all over the world, acclimatizing them (with much suc-
cess) to grow in this unusual setting.

Embarking on our tour of the gardens, we expected to
see plants we couldn’t identify or that looked quite differ-
ent from anything we knew. We were disappointed at first,
seeing lots of petunias, roses, dahlias and other “garden va-
riety”plants. But turning the corner at the end of a long
path, we spotted a greenhouse that seemed from a distance
to be empty. Wandering over, we were shocked (and
pleased) to find a large greenhouse filled with one of na-
ture’s most fascinating wonders: Amazonian Water Lilies.

Victoria amazonica, known traditionally as the Giant Water Lily
or Water Platter, was discovered in Bolivia in 1801. The largest of
all the water lilies, each of its leaves can grow to seven feet in di-
ameter with upturned edges to eight inches high. The plants bear
flowers 18 inches across. Strictly nocturnal, they open only at
night – and only last for two successive nights.

In the mid 1800s, this plant drew a tremendous amount of atten-
tion, resulting in special events and receptions to view it. In fact, the
Missouri Botanical Garden saw a full one-third increase in atten-

Considering the
Truly Unusual

By Stephanie Rose

The climate of the area allows for

growing many of the plants I’m familiar

with in Southern California, but the

styles of the designs are much more

formal and controlled.

TT
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believe that what we strive for in our water-
shapes is evident in the paintings and sculp-
ture of the great masters. The harmony, the
beauty, the drama,the excitement of the sens-
es, the total captivation of the viewer create
an experience we call great art. The more we

can reflect on this work and use it as a lofty bench-
mark, the more effective our watershapes become.

I’ve always believed that the best way to work at
the highest level is to follow the tenets of classic de-
sign, at which point it’s all about creating an ex-
citing environment that captures visual and audi-
tory interest and constitutes an “experience” for
someone moving through it. And then,of course,
there’s the water.

To my way of thinking,water is a key ingredient
in any beautiful landscape, which is why most of

The thing that makes a painting

great isn’t the pigment mixed on

the palette or the brush used to

apply it.  Those are merely tools,

observes landscaper Jim Lampl, who

finds art and beauty in the way the

strokes are laid on the canvas.  The

same holds true for watershapes,

he says:  The art and beauty aren’t

in the stones or plantings, but in

the way all of the components and

materials are composed on site.  

I

By Jim Lampl
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my designs include some form of water – even if it’s just a small
stream or a pond. And when that water is something as grand
as a swimming pool, it gives me the chance to create truly spe-
cial environments for my clients.

When you design a swimming pool in the context of the
landscape,you have a tremendous opportunity to create a nat-
ural environment that is both beautifully detailed and highly
interactive. Done well, pools and the spaces around them can
become like any great garden area – a place so well defined and
so fully realized that it provides recreation layered above a pro-
foundly pleasurable sense of relaxation and escape for those
who spend time there.

LEAPS OF FAITH
I tailor my watershape designs to the needs and desires of

my clients – a point of departure that has always made for high-
ly individualized results. It makes the work fun for me, but it

also gives me a certain amount of difficulty in describing ex-
actly what the outcomes will be once I begin work on any giv-
en project.

I rely on photographs of past projects to get the process mov-
ing in certain directions and to help my clients visualize. But
that’s only part of it: Through the years, I’ve learned to rely as
well on past customers and what their referrals can do to help
me win the trust and confidence of new clients.

Each of the projects pictured with this story was built for
people who wanted something truly artistic and unique for
their homes. In each case, they were willing to join me in the
process of discovering the potential beauty locked in the raw
dimensions of their garden spaces.

That process is largely intuitive. Yes, my background and
the work that influences me are both there to guide me (see
the sidebar on page 27 for more on these points), but when
I’m “in the moment,”working on site, I allow my gut-level re-



sponses to drive the decisions.
It’s a personal approach, so much so

that linear discussion of what’s happen-
ing is difficult with clients – and in writ-
ing an article such as this one. But as I go,
I keep four basic principles in mind that
give the process a certain amount of struc-
ture as I arrange rocks,plantings and wa-
tercourses:

•  Unity. Each job must have elements
that are continuous and tie the whole site
together. It may be repetition of flat rocks
to create seating areas or pathways or the
repetition of certain colors or the repeat-
ed use of particular shapes and textures.
And it might also mean drawing from the
surrounding environment.

This idea comes from Japanese gar-
dening tradition,where scenery borrowed
from the surrounding area is incorpo-
rated into the work to provide context
and a sense of harmony with the greater
surroundings. For instance, I’ll often tie
my work in with views both near and far
by framing the vista with plantings.

•  Balance. This can be a tricky thing
to understand and is perhaps the most
intuitive component of my designs. In
my definition, balance isn’t about sym-

metry; in fact, the visual balance I seek
is decidedly asymmetrical and is about
an overall, compositional balance of the
visual weight represented by rocks,plant-
ings,water,open spaces,green spaces and
all of the other elements of the design.

At several points while setting rocks or
arranging plantings,I’ll step back and look
at the work as a whole, striving for that
balance. Adjustments may be as simple
as alternating small stones to provide a
visual rhythm or a counterpoint to larg-
er stones. Or it may mean balancing tall
plantings with ground cover or provid-
ing places in stone structures for soft green
plants. This sort of balance is achieved in
innumerable ways and is something that
must be checked and rechecked as the
work moves forward.

•  Variety. I strive to include a broad
range of colors, textures and forms in my
work – a variety that sustains visual inter-
est over time. This is another factor I watch
for constantly, sizing up the site to see if
there are variations in the shapes of rocks,
in the sizes of rocks, in their physical ori-
entations – or to see if the plantings pro-
vide interest from one area to the next.

I’m fortunate when it comes to plant-

ings because I run a nursery. This lets me
think ahead about my plant selections
and even do things like prune plants a cer-
tain way so I know they’ll fit a particular
spot. I also have a wider-than-usual range
of options from which to choose and
spend a great deal of time selecting the
variety of plants I’ll use and thinking
about their relationships to each other
and the rockwork and the water.

•  Contrast. This quality is inseparable
from the other design values mentioned
here. By juxtaposing differing shapes,col-
ors and textures in plant and rock materi-
als, you add interest – the white bark of a
birch tree,for example,and the way it might
stand out against a backdrop of evergreens.

These are classic principles of design
and apply in almost any field of en-
deavor, from painting or sculpture to
landscape design or architecture or wa-
tershape design.

In addition to these principles, I am
constantly thinking about things like se-
quence and the psychology of arrival.
Sequence is how one moves through the
site and what he or she takes in and in
what order. The psychology of arrival is
all about impact. In fact, my overriding
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thought throughout the process is how
can I create impact with small arrange-
ments of rock and plants; impact in larg-
er garden areas; and impact of the whole.

Ultimately, unity, balance, variety and
contrast are my tools for creating an or-
dered,harmonious landscape that doesn’t
fall short on impact.

ONE BY ONE
My awareness of the uniqueness of sites

and clients has led me to try never to re-
peat myself from project to project. In
fact, if I find myself creating by borrow-
ing from another plan, I back up and be-
gin again. If I don’t start over, the work
will lose its spontaneity and intuitive feel
and will prove far less interesting and ex-
citing for want of that creative spark.

Two projects I’ve chosen to highlight
here, I think,have that spark and embody
the four key design principles I’ve just out-
lined. (I’ve also included images from a
few other projects and offer captions in
those instances that examine points of
specific interest.)

The first project (A and B) was started by

The Sum Total
It’s fair to say that my work is primarily a product of my own intuitive processes – but

it wouldn’t be fair to say I work in isolation.  In fact, I carry the influences of those whose
work I have studied through the years – a broad, deep palette of aesthetic features that fuel
my own work in a limitless variety of ways. 

My parents, for starters, were both extremely creative people with lifetime interests in
the fine arts.  On my own, I spent lots of time in the woods of the northeast and the great
cities of Europe and also traveled over West Africa in my time with the Peace Corps.  I’ve
been influenced by the modern as well, reveling in places such as Disneyworld in Florida
and (now defunct) Busch Gardens in Los Angeles as well as countless parks, public gar-
dens and resorts around the world.  

For all of those experiences, I am perhaps most profoundly influenced by what I view as
the highest expression of man-made exterior environments:  Japanese gardens. 

I believe without hesitation that the great Japanese gardeners are masters equal on
the scale with Michelangelo and Van Gogh.  One outstanding garden-maker in particu-
lar, Hoichi Kurisu, is a key influence for me.  The level of detail in his work and the way
he explores relationships between elements of his spaces is absolutely breathtaking,
truly transforming. 

I’m also the product of my education as a landscape architect and the training I received
at Penn State.  I lament the fact that the curriculum introduced me neither to the principles
of Japanese garden design nor to anything having to do with watershaping – but those are
gaps I have happily been filling in the more than 20 years since I graduated.

– J.L.
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a pool contractor,but the process wasn’t meeting
the clients’expectations and I was brought in to
complete the work. The clients – the wife a painter
and the husband a graphic artist – had strong
ideas about what they wanted aesthetically.

This starting point was less than ideal for me:
The shell had already been shot by the time I
arrived, so I was basically stuck with its con-
tours and elevations. Fortunately,however, the
ground was bare, so I could start from scratch
in that respect.

It was a small space, and they were interest-
ed in creating an area that felt separate from
an adjacent carriage house and created a sense
of solitude. This meant that I would be using
a combination of tall, medium and low plant-
ings in fairly narrow strips of ground. They
also wanted to see a rugged-looking waterfall
on one side of the pool, balanced by a patio
and seating area on the opposite side.

I began by placing the stones for the water-
fall based on a rough sketch the wife had done
of a rugged arrangement of boulders. This
gave me a point of departure – and the lib-
erty to make real progress. I set up two source
points for the water, which cascades down a
narrow path between large, rugged boulders
and then joins as a single flow that spills over
two large, flat stones just above the water’s sur-
face. A crown of rocks extends around the
perimeter of the pool, providing a variety of
irregular shapes.

I used a broad palette of plantings on this
job including rhododendron, four varieties of
Japanese maple, sweet bay magnolias, narrow
pines, hollies, service berries, azaleas and a
whole slew of herbaceous plants, including
ferns, hostas and tree peony.

The photographs show the interrelatedness of
the various shapes, textures and colors of plant
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When you design a swimming pool in the 
context of the landscape, you have a tremendous
opportunity to create a natural environment that
is both beautifully detailed and highly interactive.



and rock materials. The density of the
plantings and the arrangement of rocks
provide the desired sense of shelter and pri-
vacy,while the smooth trunks of the maples
and birch trees contrast with the almost
fleshy foliage of the herbaceous ground-
covers. The flat rocks just above and below
the surface provide places to lounge.

The interior of the pool is shotcrete
painted with a black swimming pool paint
to deepen the visual surface of the water
as it reflects the soothing, deep greens all
around it.

NATURAL PROGRESSION
The second set of images (C through E)

comes from a project that grew out of the
first through a referral: The new clients
were friends of the people who commis-
sioned the first project.

Their home had recently been remod-
eled to include a breakfast nook that pro-
vided prominent views of the backyard;
they were looking to add value to that in-

vestment by beautifying the surrounding
exterior space. They also wanted to trans-
form the view (which was of their garage
across the backyard) and create pathways
and destinations within the yard.

I say the project “grew” because of the
process we went through to land on a de-
sign that included a pool.

They had started out by asking me to
replicate the look and feel of their friend’s
backyard,but with a very small waterfea-
ture. As the plan developed, the small wa-
terfeature became more of a pond – at
which point I suggested that if they were
going to put in that much water, it might
be nice to hop in and enjoy it.
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Select Stones
I like to use natural rock on my jobs and am among those who believe it’s just too difficult to repli-

cate the work of nature using artificial rock methods.  That’s not to say that many artificial rock struc-
tures don’t look great, because many do.  But in the area in which I’m fortunate enough to work,
there is no shortage of natural rock sources that enable me to get the job done.

I stick with surface stone because the side that has been exposed to the air develops a very in-
teresting patina along with interesting patterns of moss and lichen.  And I go to great pains in se-
lecting stones, looking for a variety of shapes and sizes and always trying to find character.  In
particular, I keep my eyes peeled for good flat pieces that can be used as weirs or seating areas or
in pathways.  I also want large dramatic boulders that can be contrasted by smaller pieces. 

It’s time well spent.
– J.L.



ly critical on this job because of the path-
way detail. I had to find rocks with good
patina that were flat on one side and had
no slopes, irregularities or bumps that
would constitute a hazard. Sometimes
that meant mounting the various boul-
ders at different depths so the upper sur-
faces came up level. To contrast the flat

rock, I chose several distinctly vertical
pieces to spread throughout.

The planting scheme for this project
was very similar to the variety of plants
I used in the first project: Tall maples,
birch,dogwood and rhodendron provide
cover for the garage and a sense of shel-
ter, while shrubs and groundcovers pro-
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That led to a design that included a nat-
ural-looking spa and waterfall, but as dis-
cussions continued,I stirred the pot again
by observing that since we were already go-
ing to the effort of building a body of wa-
ter to sit in,why not expand the vessel a bit
so that you could push off into the water? 

By the time the design was finalized,the
pool ended up taking about half the space
in the backyard – but in such a way that it
added a sense of spaciousness. This effect
was achieved by using the pool to create
several points of interaction with the en-
vironment and by setting up a variety of
distinct spaces with differing views.

This concept of creating an illusion of
space is always at the back of my mind. I
came to understand it when I visited the
spectacular Jardin Exotic just outside
Rabat, the capital of Morocco. It’s a lush
garden that provides a variety of footpaths
in and around a pond, each leading to a
different location and providing a vari-
ety of views – so many that you’d swear
there were several ponds and not just one.
In this case, I used the same control of ap-
proaches and lines of sight to increase the
sense of space around this pool.

The key here was the use of flat rocks
around much of the pool’s perimeter to
provide a variety of viewpoints, seating
areas and points of access to the water and
the foliage. The rock path leads to a small
alcove nestled among tall plants in which
a small fishpond is fed by a small rock wa-
terfall. I also placed a bench under the wa-
terfall in the swimming pool – a common
detail, but one I had never done before –
and installed a flat hydrotherapy seat with
a couple of return jets. Below the water-
line at several points and depths are rocks
intended for seating.

PRACTICALITIES
As with many shells that are designed

to support rockwork, I used an expanded
bond beam here to provide support and
an adequate mounting surface. I also set
up shelves inside the pool (and below the
waterline) to enable me to submerge large
rocks and communicate a greater sense of
unity between rockwork above and below
the water’s surface. These shelves are set
anywhere from 4 to 12 inches below the
waterline and are 8 to 30 inches wide.

Selecting the boulders was particular-
Continued on page 33
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The approach I use to watershaping can be said to bor-
row liberally from principles of Japanese garden design.
I find particular appeal in the sense of harmony and bal-
ance that can be achieved with extremely simple forms
when they are arranged and organized with care (G).

While I never stray far from those ideals, I also find in-
spiration in the forests of Pennsylvania and have striven
to capture the experience in several projects through the
years (including those seen in H and I).  For starters,
the natural source material is drop-dead beautiful.  Also
– and just as important – I like the thought of my work
helping observers recall an experience they might have
had, a vista they might have seen in tromping through
the local woods.  

In that sensory context, even a ribbon of water falling
into a pool can be powerfully evocative.   

32
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It’s an age-old paradox, this relationship between art
and science. On the face of it, things artistic may

seem solely the realm of high-flying thinkers
and philosophers who spend their days at

the far reaches of interpretation and
meaning. By contrast,engineers and
scientists would seem to be dealing

purely in the certainties of what is
quantifiable and real.
The truth is, I don’t know of a mod-

ern art form that doesn’t involve technol-
ogy of some kind. Conversely,most branch-

es of modern science call upon researchers
to apply a great deal of intuition and creativ-

ity to the processes of exploration and dis-
covery. In other words,neither the arts

nor the sciences could exist without
ideas and disciplines derived from the

other.
That’s especially true when it comes to water

systems. Whether created for aesthetic
or recreational purposes, art and sci-
ence can come together here in a par-
ticularly compelling and interesting
way. By combining technical disci-
plines with aesthetic sensibilities, I be-
lieve that watershapers of all sorts can
create works of tremendous emotional
impact and enduring beauty.

One of the keys to success is devel-
oping an understanding of how what
we know can be used to influence the
way we feel.

INTO THE MYSTIC
In my own work,I strive to blend the

technical disciplines of hydraulics, vi-
sual science and materials science with
the almost mystical powers found in the
sights and sounds of running water. In

xpressionsE

As watershaping moves toward
new creative frontiers, the trade is
approaching a point where it’s
tough to set a boundary between
craft and art.  One who clearly has
crossed the line into fine art is mod-
ernist sculptor Barton Rubenstein,
who uses water to create a range
of intriguing aesthetic experiences.
They might not look like other
watershapes, but he insists that the
physical and aesthetic principles he
applies are all quite familiar. luid F

By Barton Rubenstein 
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so doing, I create what I call “water and kinetic sculpture.”
And while my own particular form of watershaping may at a

glance seem a far cry from building swimming pools or foun-
tains, I’m convinced that the technical and aesthetic principles
at play apply across the spectrum.

Before I turned to sculpture, I was a scientist and mathemati-
cian. For years, I studied a branch of mathematics and neuro-
science known as “visual psychophysics,” and much of my re-
search focused on how the human mind receives visual
information – and how, as a result, we perceive patterns, motion
and depth. Basically, I was using mathematics to measure and
understand how it is we actually see things.

One of the most compelling things I learned is that somewhere
around 40% of the human brain is dedicated to the visual sys-
tem. On the most basic level, this means that the quickest way
to reach someone’s brain is through the eyes. This is very good
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In designing my pieces to create a sense of curiosity and surprise,
I put a tremendous amount of time, energy and experimenta-

tion into manipulating the ways in which water moves, divides, con-
joins, falls and sheets around, over and within the solid components
of a sculpture.

Here, water glides down two trapezoidal and cantilevered faces
– and the flow tapers because of the relationship between the met-
al surface and the surface tension of the water.  This has the effect
of making the surfaces of the legs, which appear so sturdy and fixed
in place, constantly shimmer beneath the steady flow of water. 

Continued on page 38

My fascination with water isn’t rooted entirely in theoretical terrain.  In
fact, I spend a lot of my free time canoeing through wilderness lakes

and rivers of Florida, Maine and Canada.  As if some mysterious primordial
force is at work, the sight and sound of water as it flows penetrates and
mesmerizes me like nothing else. 

That experience of nature – the beauty of waterfalls cascading into a
raging river – is what inspires this bronze sculpture, which demonstrates
how the delicate flow of numerous water sources can quickly become a
formidable and unified force. 

River Twist

Legs
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The beauty of using water as a sculp-
tural element is that it immediately pen-

etrates the consciousness in a way that oth-
er materials do not.  It is immediately
experienced on an intuitive and emotional
level in a brief span of time, especially when
it reflects other organic forms with which
we all are familiar on one level or another.

In this piece, essential biology is suggest-
ed as water drops out of two chutes, down
through small gullies, into an elliptical pond
and, finally, over the edge into a catch basin.
Enhancing the effects of the water in mo-
tion, I used a special mica-embedded dust
on the blue/green patina to create a shim-
mering effect. 

As a designer, I typically
choose a particular water

pattern, such as a sheet or a misty
rain shower, and then build the
more physical sculpture around
it.  As is true of all watershaping,
this calls for knowledge of sever-
al disciplines, from plumbing and
electrical systems to engineering
and hydrodynamics. 

In this in-door sculpture, I called
on every one of those disciplines
as water streams down the face
of the large central diamond, tem-
porarily coming to rest on a series
of water tables.  Wave patterns
created by the carefully controlled
flow of water across these tables
reflect upward, causing the entire
piece to undulate and “dance.”

Fallopia

Diamond Dance



news for those of us who create things that are
meant to be seen.

In addition to being seen, I want my sculptures
to be experienced. I seek to create layers of per-
ception and understanding in different people at
different times. I want people who view my sculp-
tures to conjure thoughts and feelings as a result
of what they see – and hear. Of course, these im-
pressions can be evoked in many different ways;
in my case, I’ve chosen to put the central focus
on water.

The actual structures are made of metal, stone
and glass and tend toward geometric forms that
the experts classify as “modernist.” As you’ll see
in the photographs that accompany this article,
some pieces are based on a distinct theme or idea,
while others are more abstract. Many of my pieces
have moving parts that interact with water or wind;
in others cases,however, the only thing that moves
is the water.

When you break it down into specific behaviors
and patterns that science can quantify,you see that
water behaves in certain ways when placed in spe-
cific physical conditions. Using an understanding
of surface tension, basic hydraulics, sound and vi-
sual phenomena,we can manipulate these charac-
teristics in different ways through design and use
of technology. In other words, the behavior of wa-
ter in a controlled system is something we can de-
sign, measure and (if only to a point) predict.

ORDER AND CHAOS
To me, this is where the use of water becomes

most fascinating. In fact, there’s a long-stand-
ing debate in the scientific community about
the nature of patterns and chaos, and water pro-
vides a perfect example of how nature can give

Continued from page 36
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In my work, I often use simple shapes, basically
because I enjoy simplicity in artistic expression

and because these simple shapes provide an
uncluttered space in which water shows itself off to
best effect.  

The Hebrew phrase L’Dor V’Dor means “from genera-
tion to generation,” and the piece symbolizes the life source
(water) for each generation (as represented by the star
shapes) and how this energy is passed down through
the generations.  Building the effect, the flow of water
causes the shapes to rotate slowly as the generational en-
ergy gradually passes from level to level.  

L’Dor V’Dor

Continued on page 40
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By using moving water, I believe I’m able to
draw attention to both the motion and the

sense of time that results – and, by way of con-
trast, also emphasize the fixed elements within
the work. 

Here, mounted on limestone, are seven
bronze components complemented by water
streaming down the plain stone face.  The
bronze framing is equipped with lower main
basins and pumps that push the water to the
top basins from which it overflows.  This all looks
like a simple abstraction – until you notice that
the negative space between the components
offers profiles of human figures, one on the run
and one standing in repose.

Often, the impressions made by a
modernist work of art don’t take a

lot of intellectualizing:  All you have to do
is stand there and look at it to enjoy the
experience on some level.  In other words,
understanding isn’t necessary to enjoying
the experience itself.

That’s the case here in a sculpture in which
water emerges from the tops of these stain-
less steel shapes and gently flows down the
sides, distorting and enlivening the reflec-
tions of the surrounding area.  You could
make a case that the subtle modern design
of the piece contrasts with and lends dig-
nity to the classic architecture of the nearby
buildings, but I wonder:  If the experience
is pleasurable on its own, is making the his-
torical connection necessary?

The potential contrast of situating a mod-
ern sculpture next to a classical building was
an important consideration. The building is
located in a National Historic District, and
after reviewing various designs, the com-
mittee overseeing the project and I decid-
ed that placing a sculpture of this genre
could actually connect the older building to
the modern life now thriving in the area.

Crossroads

Dash & Refusal



us both simultaneously.
While anyone can predict certain outcomes with water – it

will flow down a trough, for example, or it will fall as a sheet
for a certain distance – as a fluid medium, water overwhelms
these predictable outcomes very quickly. A laminar effect with
water, for instance, can only be predicted accurately and mea-
sured for a very few seconds over very short distances before
the coherent flow breaks down and the water dissociates into
a chaotic spray.

So I know going in that, in works such as mine (or other de-
signs that seek to contain water for a specific aesthetic effect),
the outcome is really only partially predictable.

This variability and tendency toward chaos influences every-
Continued on page 42

Continued from page 38
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Behind every good water effect, it seems, is a properly
engineered catch basin and an accurately sized and

powered circulating system to drive the effects to perfection.
That was definitely the case here, where a water curtain

drops from a top armature equipped with an internal baf-
fling system to ensure smooth, curtain-like flow over a grace-
ful, high-tech assemblage of shapes.  Adding to the effect,
the falling water makes the different geometric shapes rotate
at varying rates. 

To my mind, the juxtaposition of water (ever-moving and
ever-changing) with materials that appear permanently

fixed in place is extremely compelling. 
Sometimes that juxtaposition can be startling, as with this large

outdoor sculpture, which stands alongside the main sign of a
large apartment complex.  This piece incorporates numerous rec-
tangular shapes of varying lengths, positioned on three levels.
Ragged sheets of water pass between the levels, obscuring the
view of the support struts – thereby creating the vague sense that
the shapes are floating.

Because so much goes on subconsciously when viewing
water, I think that making the outward appearance of a

sculpture simple helps to bring the experience provided by the
water closer to the person viewing it. 

Here, simple sheets of rain fall between tall, stainless steel
columns.  It couldn’t be much simpler, but set among trees, it be-
comes a portal that literally tempts the observer to step up to
(and through?) the gentle cascade. 

Screen

The Blairs Gateway Sign

Stealth Wing



thing I do, and the process is further
complicated by the fact that the work is
usually placed outdoors, where wind,
temperature, humidity, the time of year
and even the time of day has an effect
the on the way water looks and acts in
my “controlled”systems. These random
influences mean that water, when used
as a sculptural material, provides both
predictable patterns and random tex-
tures.

In that sense, water gives us the best
of both sides of the order/chaos paradox.

All of these generalizations about art,
science, chaos,order, simplicity and tech-
nology don’t mean much until you actu-
ally get inside the experience of a waterfall,
a rushing river,a graceful fountain or a wa-
tershaping sculpture – which is why I’m
going to let the photographs and captions
on these pages tell the rest of the story.

Clearly, there’s a shortcoming in the fact
that these are still photos rather than
videos (which are available upon request
by  e-mail – bartsher@aol.com – or at my
web site, www.rubensteinstudios.com),
but I think they’ll give you a good idea of
what I mean when I discuss the raw pow-
er of water in motion. It can be a true art
form – and one not beyond the reach of
talented watershapers.

Continued from page 40
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T he classic foun-
tains that contain

sculpture (such as the
Trevi Fountain in Rome,
depicted on the cover
of the June/July 2000 is-
sue of this magazine)
are so compelling to the
observer because we
see the moving water
elements as they exist in
each passing moment
as well as figures that
endure motionless for
centuries.

This was among the
inspirations for this tall
structure, in which water
rains down through hun-
dreds of holes inside and
outside a series of trian-
gular belts – a neoclassi-
cal restatement of the re-
lationship between fixed
shapes and a changing
environment.

The thing I enjoy most
about being an artist

and watershaper is the
fact that I get to create ex-
periences for other peo-
ple to enjoy. 

I’ve added this image to
the article simply because
I think you’ll enjoy it – even
though it doesn’t involve
a drop of water.  Instead,
it relies on the wind to turn
these five diamond-shaped
objects on their spindly ver-
tical axes.  They nearly
touch as they float and ro-
tate – but not quite.  

Familia

Tower







A Stream
Comes to
Life

A Stream
Comes to
Life

The true artistry of stream building is found

in the closing phase of construction, says

landscape designer Rick Anderson.  Here, in

the final installment of his series on stream-

crafting, he walks us through the concluding

steps he takes to transform a raw installation

into a finished watershape that dazzles the

eye with its natural look and delights the ear

with its gentle sound.
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Now comes 
the fun part. 

The final stage of building a stream is where all of the plan-
ning and close attention to the stream’s earthen substructure,
transitions in elevation, liner alignment and hydraulics come
into play as you move to build in details that effectively mim-
ic nature.

In the first two installments of this series (see the April/May
2000 issue, page 34, and the June/July issue, page 54), I dis-
cussed in detail how you excavate and grade the site,place the
major transition stones, lay in the liner and install the pond
skimmer and headwater system. I’ve talked about the im-
portance of checking and rechecking the work from key fo-
cal points as you go. Most important, I’ve stressed the fact
that many of the biggest design decisions can only be made
on site, as the job proceeds.

Now it’s time to step back once again and take a long look
before the final phase begins and we start working with focal
stones, river rock,pea gravel and aquatic plants and get down
to details, from adjusting the contours of the edges to blend-
ing those all-important edges with their surroundings.

FOCAL STONES
Let’s reset the scene: We’re covering the installation of a

90-foot stream that terminates into a 30-by-25-foot pond.
Most of the elevation change – a scant four-and-a-half feet –
occurs with three main waterfall areas, leaving only slight in-
clines in the meandering stretches of the streambed.

At this point, the transition stones that form the waterfalls
are already in place. The liner has been pulled into position
and secured by the placement of these critical stone struc-
tures. The edges have not yet been trimmed. The pond skim-
mer with the system’s pump is installed at the base of the wa-
tershape and is plumbed to the headwaters/bio-filter unit at
the top of the stream.

The final phase begins with the addition of what I call the
“focal stones.” These are pieces that I’ve set aside because I
think they’ll look great – an opinion I usually form by wet-
ting all of the rocks I have at hand to determine what they’ll
look like in the streambed. Stones with interesting quartzite
or feldspar patterns are given the highest priority.

The stones I most often choose to work with are metamor-
phic rocks that show clear signs of having been weathered by
the action of thousands of years of water. They have character
along with swirls,striations and interesting colors and textures.
On the project pictured here, for example, I’ve brought in
lots of gneiss,a stone native to North Carolina. This gneiss has



large amounts of quartz and feldspar and
is particularly eye-catching when wet.

Now I place these stones where I’m sure
they will get wet and be shown to best ad-
vantage. This usually means placing them
right in the streambed, either adjacent to
the transitions at the waterfalls, in the mid-
dle of the stream or at a junction where
they’ll catch a lot of splash. All of these
stones are placed inside the liner, further
helping to secure (and hide) it. Just as the
rocks would be found in a natural stream,
I’ll scatter them somewhat randomly,but
with greater concentrations in and adja-
cent to the waterfall transitions.

(Note: In the photos seen here, I didn’t
wet the stones outside of the watercourse
so you can see the transitions between wet
and dry areas – and how I’ve placed sev-
eral of my focal stones so they’re wet and
really stand out against the dry rocks.) 

Up to this point, the work has proceed-
ed only in the anticipation of the water’s
flow. When I give the system a test run lat-
er on, I’ll make more adjustments to the
placement of the focal stones to maximize
their beauty – and control the flow of the
water for both appearance and sound.

Once the focal stones are in place,I turn
my attention to the edges by placing what
are typically smaller,more ordinary-look-
ing stones at the liner’s edge, further se-
curing the liner and beginning the process
of blending the liner’s edge with the sur-
rounding ground. Working deliberately
to form a random edge line with the
stones, I try to set up areas that look as
though rock outcroppings are reaching
into the stream as well as areas where it
looks as though the stones have migrat-
ed or tumbled into position.

A NOBLE CHANNEL
As I place these edge-securing stones,

I simultaneously work with the contours
of the channel or trough of the stream.
This is perhaps the most critical part of
the entire job with respect to function-
ality. It’s also where many watershapers
really miss the mark aesthetically.

I spend a great deal of time here, lifting
up a few inches of liner’s edge at a time
and tucking soil underneath it to create
subtle mounding along the stream’s
banks. Having excess liner is crucial for
this process,which is why I always observe
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I took the first of this pair of photos of the stream’s headwaters right after com-
pletion of the project (A).  The key for me here was making certain the verti-
cal elements at the falls and in the background framed this cascade in the way
I wanted.  I also sought to make certain the bio-filter box was completely hid-
den.  By the time a second photo was taken eight months later (B), the planti-
ngs had begun to take hold and complete the picture.  Note how the foreground
stones anchor the view and guide your eye to the falls.

my job-site motto: “Cut no liner before
its time.”

Inch by inch,I contour the edges to blend
with and embrace the edge stones and any
focal stones I’ve placed near the edge. In
short,I do everything I possibly can to avoid
having edges that look like curbing.

The project depicted here is an exam-
ple of a babbling-brook approach,as op-
posed to a crashing river or whitewater
effect. This design choice has a strong in-
fluence on the way I worked the 180 feet

of edge in this particular watershape: The
stream meanders along in a channel from
three to six feet wide at an average depth
between one and two inches – a very slow
stream. This allowed me to create an ex-
tremely soft and shallow edge.

The edge creates the channel contain-
ing this flow of water,so it is obviously and
absolutely critical that the edges be above
the waterline to keep the water from leak-
ing away. But we’re talking subtle eleva-
tions: Because I want to have only a little

A

B



al, works as a filtration system and hous-
es beneficial bacteria.) 

When you get out and study waterways
in nature, one of the things you notice is
the wide range of rock sizes you’ll see in
streams and rivers. By using large stones
as well as smaller river rock and pea grav-
el, you give the work variety and contrast
in size and texture. This adds interest and
looks great.

The gravel-and-rock bed also provides
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In another pair of photos taken upon completion (C) and then eight months
later (D), you can see the jumble of stones I’ve amassed to create a variety of
interesting water flows and sounds.  I worked very hard here to make the edges
blend seamlessly into the surrounding terrain.  I also avoided using too much
stone along the upper embankment to avoid cluttering the area where water
pools behind the weir stones.

bit of liner to hide, I’ll be working only
an inch and a half to two inches above the
waterline in shaping the edges.

The soil I use for backfill is always com-
pacted with a tamper. This is extremely
important: In most cases, you will see
some settlement after any stream has been
in operation for a while. Compacting the
soil at the edges prevents severe settlement
that could, in a worst-case scenario,allow
the stream to drain into the surrounding
yard or even into the home itself. (I get
into this issue a bit more in the sidebar on
page 50.)

Bottom line: In my work,I push the en-
velope by creating tight, low-profile edges.
I do this for purely aesthetic reasons,even
though it means I have to work the edge
literally inch by inch, lifting the liner,
adding soil, tamping it in place,position-
ing and repositioning stones and always
stepping back to reevaluate the look. The
added time I spend here allows for seam-
less transition into the landscape.

There’s a tendency in building streams
to take the easy way out by building
streambeds that look more like troughs
with steep sides that may rise eight inch-
es to a foot or more. Yes, it’s easier to con-
tain the water that way, but I believe this
leaves the work with an extreme visual
deficit and what I call a “drainage-
ditch/rip-rap effect.” In other words, a
deep trough with rocks piled up the side
will make the work look artificial, as
though the rocks have been dumped in
place to stop erosion.

It may be tougher to do it my way and
shape imperceptible rises along the edges,
but in my book it’s the only way to main-
tain the illusion of a real stream.

SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Once I’m satisfied with edges (or close

to satisfied, anyway), it’s time to add pea
gravel and river rock to the remaining ex-
posed portions of the liner in both the
stream and the pond.

On this job, I used about seven cubic
yards of small river rock – smooth, wa-
ter-worn stones ranging in size from one
to three inches in diameter. I also used
six yards of pea gravel, which consists of
very small particulate stones of less than
3/8-inch diameter.

I usually sling the pea gravel and river

rock for a totally random look. This mix-
ture of varying sizes helps with the nat-
ural feel of the system. I’ll then go back
through and hide any liner left showing.

(I’m among those,by the way, who be-
lieve that lining the bottom of the stream
and the pond with a bed of small rock
material is critical to the appearance as
well as the function of the overall system.
For starters, there’s no more effective way
to hide the liner; it also looks very natur-

C

D



a very healthy environment for plants and
fish. And contrary to what some water-
shapers believe, the presence of the small
rock materials keeps the overall system
much cleaner than is the case with sys-
tems that lack a rock bed. I’m sure there
are builders of closed systems, especially
those that house koi,who totally disagree
with me – especially when it comes to
pond bottoms.

With the rock in place, I step back again
and look at the whole stream, top to bot-
tom. If I’ve done my job, it already looks
decent as a dry streambed.

At this stage,I may make a few more ad-
justments in stone placement and may spot
some places where I need to adjust the size
distribution of my rocks. Now it’s time to
put some water in and see what happens.

TESTING THE SYSTEM
For this trial run, I fill up the pond to

a point about midway up the skimmer
mouth and turn the system on. As the
system lurches into action, I hose down
the stones upstream to flush the system
and be sure that everything is as clean
as possible.

Once the water begins to flow, I’m al-
most certain to find places where the
water may be slipping over the edge or
flowing over a stone in a way I didn’t
anticipate. This brings up a major point
about water: For all of its wonderful
spiritual and aesthetic qualities, it is also
very opportunistic. Beautiful but in-
sidious, water will always find the path
of least resistance – a path often not an-
ticipated. Particularly in a large stream
like this, in fact, the water is almost cer-
tain to do some things that were not
planned.

As a result, I use this first run for an ini-
tial round of troubleshooting and ad-
justment. I may reposition some stones
so that they become wet or slow down the
flow here or there. I’ll also make sure the
pea gravel and river rock are staying in
place – and I may add a few more stones
for purely aesthetic reasons.

Once I’m satisfied that the system is
working smoothly, I’ll shut it down and
pump out the water using a sump pump
set in the deepest part of the pond. Even
though I’ve done my best to make sure
that all excess dirt is off the stones that are
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These photos also show the stream’s development in the eight months after
completion.  The earlier view (E) shows how I worked to blur the edge between
the streambed and its surroundings.  I think I did a good job, but the plantings
truly obliterate any sense of a border between the aquatic environment and the
adjacent terrain (F).

inside the liner, this first filling will be
pretty dirty, so it’s best to change out this
dirty water.

(Always concerned with water conser-
vation,I do not route the water to a storm
drain or the street. Instead, I use the wa-
ter on the customer’s grass,trees and oth-
er plantings. If I have to,I’ll even water the
neighbors’ lawns to avoid wasting water.)

With the stream and pond empty
once again, I start adding aquatic
plants. In the shallow portions of the

stream or pond  (what I call the “mar-
ginal” areas), I use grasses, water cel-
ery, mints and horsetail – all of which
are happy in about two to three inch-
es of water. As I place these plantings,
I’m always thinking about using mar-
ginals to help create seamless edges
while establishing them in natural,
non-linear patterns.

Down in the deeper areas of the
pond, I prefer water lilies. I take them
out of their containers and wash away

E

F



80% of their soil before planting them directly into the bed of
pea gravel and river rock.

THE SECOND FILL
At this point,almost all of the stones and plants are in place and

the stream is almost finished. Now I refill the system using a cou-
ple of hoses, making sure not to dislodge plants or rocks with the
water flow into the pond.

If I need to add fish to the system right away, I’ll use a de-chlo-
rinator. If the fish can wait, I’ll let the system run for three to sev-
en days before adding them. (In the depicted project, my clients
waited about a month before adding goldfish.)

Again, I fill the water up to the mid-point on the skimmer face
and boot up the pump. In a job like this one, with 90 feet of two-
inch plumbing running upslope, it takes several minutes for the
water to begin flowing from the headwater system. Once the flow
begins, I keep filling until I’m satisfied that the water level has
equalized between the pond and skimmer.

Now it’s time to make the final adjustments. This is my favorite
part of any project.

At this point, the whole stream looks pretty good (I hope) and
all the major elements are in place. Now I go through the whole
system step by step,reevaluating the placement of plants and stones
and making a variety of adjustments. A lot of what I do here in-
volves tiny adjustments of flow and speed, but much is also tin-
kering of the purely aesthetic kind.

I usually hold a few really nice focal stones back and place them
in spots throughout the system. I may use one, for example, to
create an eddy where the water will slow down and become a small
pool. (These small, slow pools of water are very attractive to birds.)
I’ll also adjust stones around the transitions to manipulate sound.
And I’ll continue to work the placement of stones around the
edges,always being conscious of places where the water may want
to escape.

This is where the time I’ve spent studying nature really comes
into play. I constantly ask myself,“Does this part look natural?”
“Does it look right from the primary focal points?” “Does it sound
right?” “Does it give me a feeling of tranquility and a sense of nat-
ural beauty?” Here, the work I’m doing goes well beyond tweak-
ing: For me, it’s the artistic phase of the process, and I’ll spend
as much time as it takes to get things right.

Now,with everything in place and running,I can finally get a true
sense of the way all the key elements work together. I may add a few
more grasses,or maybe some mint or horsetail. I’ll examine every
inch of the edge, looking for signs of the water wicking over the
edge. Once I’m done, I can trim away any excess liner.
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When you work with stones of great character, the possibili-
ties for making unique edges multiply.  Here, you can see how
I’ve used native Carolina gneiss in and up out of the water (G)
and used aquatic and terrain plants to meld the edge and make
it all flow together (H, taken eight months later).  Burying the
stones in this way not only improves their long-term stability
both physically and visually.  It also increases the sense that
the stones are natural and have been there for ages.

G

H



SNIPS IN TIME
I wait to cut off the edges of the liner for a very simple reason:

It often comes up in this last tinkering phase that I’ll need to in-
crease the height of the mounding along the edges in a few spots.
Leaving the liner intact is a precautionary measure, an insurance
policy – and it’s something that has enabled me to fortify many
a stream very late in the process.

There does, however, come a moment when you must feel
you’ve got it right and the liner can be cut. I use a razor knife,
moving carefully along the outer edge of the rockwork that bor-
ders the stream, leaving a half-inch or so of liner and then rolling
it under and burying it beneath the soil. Then I blur the edge
even more by scattering some pea gravel and river rock along the
edge, always being careful to make sure nothing looks like it’s in
a straight line.

Next, I’ll spread a little gravel out several inches onto the sur-
rounding ground and may add a few more rocks to make sure the
transition from the stream to the surrounding ground looks seam-
less, gradual and natural. (Some people use mulch to blur the
edge, but I’ve found that mulch will wick water out of the stream
better than most anything else. And if I do use mulch, I’ll do my
best to keep it away from the edge of the liner.)  

On his job, I spent fully half a day making these tiny (but criti-
cal) adjustments. It’s usually at about this point that the customer
comes out and drinks it all in. I watch their reactions very care-
fully: If I’ve done my job, they will be impressed (if not entirely
blown away) by the effect.

In this case, the customer was extremely involved in the clos-
ing stage. In fact, he helped create the seamless edge by installing
the surrounding plants. Working with my Whispering Crane co-
founder Richard L. Dube, the client had selected some 50 species
of plants to surround the stream, including a variety of conifers,
hollies, perennials and shrubs.

Streams such as this one are difficult and require large amounts
of patience and attention to detail. If you want to build streams
that have a chance at looking natural, sound great, and function
properly, you must take pride in your work. Doing one well gives
you a great sense of accomplishment – although I can’t say that
I’m ever truly satisfied.

The big question will always be, of course, is the client happy?
That was apparently the case here, because I had a check in my
hand before I had a chance to ask for it.

As the plantings have grown and I’ve returned to make a few
more minor adjustments, the stream has become, as intended, a
true thing of beauty. It can’t rival Mother Nature for streamcraft,
but when you do your best and take your time, the resulting stream
speaks for itself – and even sings a little.
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Managing Settlement
Settlement of the surrounding ground is inevitable in any stream

project, so I always include enough cash in my bids to cover two post-
completion visits. 

I’ll come back a week or two after the stream has been complet-
ed to make sure the water is staying put and that nothing has moved
out of place.  I’ll make adjustments as needed, such as moving stones
or adjusting pea gravel and river rock. 

I make a second return visit after the first rain.  This is when you’re
most likely to see the effect of runoff from the surrounding ground or
any erosion or undermining of the liner.  At this point, if I need to but-
tress an edge I’ll lift the liner, pack in the requisite dirt or stone and
then reposition the stream stones. 

On the project pictured in the accompanying text, I found three
small areas where settlement was allowing water to trickle out of
the stream.  As I’ve emphasized here, water is unpredictable and
opportunistic, so you probably have to be more on the lookout for
tiny trickles than areas of large spillovers.

Nobody wants to get a call from a client about a stream overflow-
ing its banks and flooding the yard or a neighbor’s yard.  Nor do you
want to get a call saying that water is being lost but the client can’t
see where it’s going; here, you need to be patient and look yourself
for telltale signs of moisture.  

So if you get into streams, be sure to plan for these follow-up
visits to keep things flowing smoothly within the streambed you worked
so hard to establish. 

– R.A.

A long view upstream shows the melding of aquatic and ter-
rain plants I’m after at the water’s edge.  This part of the stream
is very lazy and shallow, which makes the edges easier to work
with because less stone is needed to stabilize and hide the lin-
er.  This all works because of decisions made in the design stage
and in the initial grading that keep the project from looking any-
thing like a drainage ditch.  

I



Keeping 

It Clean
Nothing will rob a stream of its

beauty faster than dirt.  That’s why I
hose off all of the stones I place in a
streambed before installation and then
rinse them again in my trial run:  It’s
important to keep as much dirt out of
the system as possible to avoid clog-
ging the pump or taxing the bio-mats
in the filtering system.  Also, you pre-
vent any build-up of a film on the
stones and plants. 

When rock is delivered, I always try
to put it on a hard surface, such as a
driveway or sidewalk, or place it on a
tarp so that it won’t spend time sitting
on the ground getting dirty.  Even if the
rock is delivered on a pallet and stays
there until I use it, I’ll hose it off before
putting it into the stream.

– R.A.

All flowing water eventually finds its way to a larger body of water.  Although we’ve
focused mainly on the streambed in this series of articles, as much attention was
paid to getting details right with the pond and its edges (J).  Note the several stones
that break up the plane of the water’s surface (K).  Not only do these “islands” add
to the natural impression:  They also provide shade and shelter for the fish.  Add in
a nice footbridge and the composition is complete.

J
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Continued from page 67

clean (C), we shot gunite into this sec-
ondary cage to create benches, steps
and a ledge as a seamless visual base for
the boulder (D). This filled all voids
and effectively locked the boulder into
permanent position in the shell struc-
ture. We groomed the gunite, feather-
ing it in such a way that the pool finish
will run right up to the boulder (E).

I allow the gunite to set for 14 days,

sending someone (not the client!) out
each day to wet it down to slow the hydra-
tion process and create a stronger struc-
ture. After the whole thing is set,we’ll go
in and wash the boulder with a mixture of
muriatic acid and water to clean it up.

The finished effect (F) is a stone
that is surrounded and nestled in a
pool structure, rather than plopped
down on top of it!

David Tisherman operates David
Tisherman’s Visuals, a design and con-
struction firm based in Manhattan
Beach, Calif., and with offices in Mt.
Laurel, N.J. He is co-founder and prin-
ciple instructor for Genesis 3, A Design
Group, which offers education aimed at
top-of-the-line performance in aquatic
design and construction.
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et’s talk about really big boulders – the five- to eight-
foot kind that weigh in at two to five tons apiece – and
how they should be integrated into watershapes.

The whole process of placing these big boulders be-
gins with the design of the pool and relates to the kind

of scale you’re trying to achieve. Big boulders make other features
seem small by comparison and can often overwhelm (rather than
accent) a design if their use isn’t balanced and appropriate.

Next come the soils and geology reports – and the budget. The
experts will tell you what the soil can handle in terms of weight;
the budget tells you if you’ll have the resources you need to bring
in truly large stones and build the kind of structures the experts
tell you you’ll have to build. (I cannot stress this point enough: If
the surrounding soil will not support the anticipated weight,
then large boulders should not be used unless the budget lets you
support them properly.) 

Once all of this background information has been collected, I
take it to a structural engineer who will design a shell structure
capable of supporting the weight of the boulders we’ve selected.
On this job, for example, our desire to support a boulder weigh-
ing approximately three tons called for installing a structural
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By David Tisherman

Bold Outcroppings
bench or shelf for the rock as part of the pool shell
using #5 and #6 rebar.

Doing it this way takes planning – but it makes all
the difference.

GETTING IT RIGHT
Lots of people who install rocks tend to put them

right on top of the bond beam without considering
the surcharge – that is, the extra pressure the weight
of the boulder puts on the shell. Or they’ll put a
boulder behind the beam, again without considering
the surcharge it places on the back of the shell. Not
only do these approaches represent bad engineering,
but the result also looks unnatural – as though the
boulder were nothing more than overgrown coping.

I take a different approach, installing the rock on a
subsurface shelf fully enclosed within the pool’s bond
beam so that the shell maintains its integrity and the
boulder looks like a natural outcropping rising out of
the water. The idea is to make it look as though the
stone was there first, well before the pool was even
considered.

In this case, we shot the shell with 4,000-psi, Type 5
concrete formulated specifically for highly acidic soils
– another key piece of information that surfaced in
the soils report. Although the building department
only requires 2,500-psi concrete, I went with 4,000 psi
to add strength and further increase the gunite’s resis-
tance to the corrosive effects of the soil.

After we had coated the area of the shelf with five
coats of Thoroseal and plaster to completely water-
proof the shell and prevent any mineral leaching, we
brought in an 18-ton crane to lift and position the
stone. In preparation, I had grouted several CMU
masonry blocks to create shims I could use to raise
and lower the stone or change its angle.

When the time came to position this stone,I jumped
into the pool and fine-tuned the placement with the help
of the crane operator and three or four workers. I set the
blocks in what I thought would be the right positions
and then had the stone lowered into place. I had the
crane operator raise and lower the stone several times,
repositioning the block shims and turning the stone
slightly until I was satisfied that I had it in the position

LL

Continued on page 67
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